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Abstract 
Maximum likelihood and approximate maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of 
random processes are considered. A mild regularity is assumed under which these estimates 
exist. Conditions necessary and sufficient for consistency of all approximate maximum likeli- 
hood estimates are established. These conditions are first applied to i.i.d, observations and the 
result is shown to be in some sense sharper than what is known from the literature. Then new 
consistency results are obtained by applying these conditions to observations from various 
concrete classes of discrete and continuous processes. 
Keywords: Maximum likelihood estimates; Approximate maximum likelihood estimates; Con- 
sistent MLE's; Inconsistent MLE's 
1. Introduction 
Maximum likelihood estimation permanently attracts attention of statisticians, 
perhaps by its natural tendency to be consistent under mild regularity. Various 
sufficient conditions have been established through decades (cf. e.g. Wolfowitz, 1949; 
Pfanzagl, 1969; Ibragimov and Hasminskii, 1981; Kutoyants, 1984; Strasser, 1985, and 
other references therein). Less attention has been paid to necessary conditions for 
consistency, and to inconsistent maximum likelihood estimates and related Bayes 
estimates (cf. e.g. Ferguson, 1982; Reeds, 1985; Diaconis and Freedman, 1986; 
Kutoyants and Vostrikova, 1991, and references therein). Some authors studied 
necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency of these estimates (e.g. Perlman, 
1972; Strasser, 1981; Vostrikova, 1988). This paper efers mainly to Strasser (1981) and 
develops criteria for consistency of all approximate maximum likelihood estimates. 
Let (Y't, ~t ,  Poa: 0 e O) be a statistical filtered model and 03 an estimator of 0 using 
the observations up to the time t. Let ft(0) be a likelihood function of the model and 
0* maximum likelihood estimator. 03 is called approximately maximum likelihood 
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estimator if the difference f~(0*) - ft(0t) tends in probability to zero at t --. ~.  In this 
paper we study necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency of all approxim- 
ately maximum likelihood estimators. 
Approximately maximum likelihood estimators are possible models for versions of 
maximum likelihood estimators obtained from computers in the real world. If all 
approximately maximum likelihood estimators are consistent then the computer 
evaluation is theoretically justified (in the consistency sense). However, no such 
justification is guaranteed if at least one approximately maximum likelihood es- 
timator is inconsistent. An example presented in Section 5 below demonstrates that 
this may happen even if the exact maximum likelihood estimator exists and is 
consistent. Therefore, criteria of consistency for the whole class of approximately 
maximum likelihood estimators tudied in this paper seem to have a practical 
meaning. 
2. Assumptions and definitions 
We consider andom data Xt defined on a basic probability space (t2, ~-, P), with 
a sample probability space Oft, ~¢t, Pt)- The probability distribution Pt is assumed to 
be unknown, but belonging to a known set {P0,t: 0 e O}, i.e. Pt = Poo,,, where 0o is an 
unknown parameter varying over a parameter space O. The sample size t is assumed to 
vary over a directed set containing a dominating sequence (tk: k = 1, 2 . . . .  ). We define 
for every ~-valued generalized sequence ft 
lim inft ft = lim inff~,, lim sup, ft = lim inff~. 
k--* oo k ~  
This is a model for observations from arbitrary random processes and from random 
fields. For particular i.i.d, observations we restrict ourselves to natural t. In this case 
Xt = (X1, ..., Xt) and 
(Sft,~',,P0,) = (~' ,d,  Po)' = (~t,~t,P~),  O~ O, (1) 
where (~, d ,  Poo) is a common sample space of all components Xi. 
Convention 1. Unless otherwise xplicitely stated, we consider a generalized sequence 
of statistical experiments (~t, ~t,  Po.t: 0 e O). A statement involving the unknown 
parameter 0o is considered to be true iff it is true for all 0o e O, e.g. (2) below is 
assumed to be satisfied for all 0o e @. Further, a metric d is assumed on O such that 
the parameter space is locally compact and separable. By ~ we denote the a-algebra 
of Borel sets of O and by C~0o the set of all compact subsets of O containing the 
unknown parameter 0o as an interior point. 
By an estimator we mean a generalized sequence of (~¢t, M)-measurable mappings 
0,: 5ft ~ O. Hereafter the symbols 0t denote both the random variables 0t (Xt) and the 
mappings - the exact meaning will be clear from the context. 
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Definition 1. An estimator 0t is consistent if 
limtPoo,t(Ot • B) = 1 B • ego , (2) 
and strongly consistent if 
limt O~ = 0o P-a.s. 
As pointed out already by Wolfowitz (1949), of the two concepts of consistency only 
the first is purely statistical. It is based on statistical experiments (Art, set, Po, t: 0 • O) 
known to the statistician. The second concept is rather probabilistic as is based on the 
triplet (I2, ~ ,  P) which may be unknown to the statistician. 
Maximum likelihood estimators cannot be considered without suitable regularity 
of experiments (Art, ~t ,  Po,t: 0 • 6)). Unless otherwise explicitely stated, all experi- 
ments considered in this paper are assumed to satisfy the following regularity assump- 
tions (A1)-(A3): 
(AI) The set {Po, t: 0 • 6)} is dominated by a a-finite measure/~t on ~¢t. 
In the next assumption we consider real numbers ct > O, de, a version po, t of the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative dPo, Jd#t, and a function ft : Art × 6) ~ R defined by 
f (xt ,  O) = -- ctlogpo,,(xt) + dr, log0 = -~,  log = IOge. 
(A2) The function f(xt, O) is d t  x ~-measurable. 
It follows from here that, for every estimator 0,, 
ft (0,) = ft (X,, 0t(X,)) (3) 
is a random variable and 
0 ~ft(0) -- ft (X,, 0) (4) 
is a random function defined on 6). Since 
ft(x,,B) = infft(x,,0) (f,(x,,0) = o0) 
OEB 
may not be ~tt-measurable for every subset B c 6), 
f,(B) = f,(X,, B) (5) 
may not be a random variable. To achieve this for at least some subsets B, we consider 
the separability of the random function (4) in the usual sense, i.e. with respect o open 
subsets of 6) and closed subsets of R (cf. Doob, 1953, Ch. II and Gikhman and 
Skorokhod, 1971, Ch. III). 
(A3) The random function (4) is separable and a.s. lower semicontinuous on 6). 
This assumption can be replaced by the following weaker (cf. Lemma 1 in Section 2) 
and more convenient, but less elegant assumption. 
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(A3-)  There exists At E d t  such that 
O) eo, , (ht )  = 1, 0 ~ O, 
(ii) for every open or compact B c O, the function f~(xt, B)la,(xt) is ~¢,-measur- 
able on Y't, 
(iii) for every xt e ~t ,  the function f~(xt, 0) is lower semicontinuous on O. 
Remark. It follows from (A3 - )  that (Sft, ~¢t, Po, t: 0 e O) can be replaced by equiva- 
lent statistical models with Y', substituted by At. This means that we may assume 
without loss of generality that (5) are random variables for all open or compact sets B, 
respectively, and that the lower semicontinuity of 0 ~ft(xt, O) takes place for every 
x,~ ~,. 
Convention 2. We define for every function ft(" ) considered above the corresponding 
closed version 
J~(-) = q~(ft(')), (6) 
where ~0 :~ ~ [ -  1, 1] is continuous, defined by 
X 
~o(x) = 1 + Ix l '  x ~ n~. (7) 
Further, we put for every B c O, 
B c = O - B, 
and, in accordance with Remark 1, we consider dr-measurable v rsions of ft(x,, O) 
and f,(xt, B), ft(xt, B c) for B 6 cg0 o. This means that f (O) , f t (B) , f (B  ¢) are R-valued, 
and 3~(O), ~(B), ft(B ¢) R-valued random variables in the usual sense. 
Definition 2. An estimator 0t is maximum likelihood (MLE) if for every t 
f~(0,) =f (O)  P0o, t-a.s. 
Strasser (1981) investigated MLE's in the i.i.d, model (1). In this model (A1) is 
automatically considered with/~t restricted to product measures #t =/£  so that 
Po.,(xt) = po(xi), po(x)=-Y77..(x)(cf.(1)). (8) 
i=1 
He considered 
1 t 
f (x, ,  O) = t i ~71 p(xl, 0), p(x, O) = -- logpo(x) (log0 = -- ~), (9) 
and supposed, in addition to what we suppose here, the following two regularity 
conditions (cf. (1)-(4) in Strasser (1981, p. 1108); as to the local compactness of O, see 
the end of Section 2, Strasser, 1981). 
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(B1) The distance d on O is topologically equivalent with the variational distance 
dv(Ox, 02) = 2 sup [Po,(A) - Po2(A)I. 
A ~.~¢ 
(B2) For every 0 ~ O there exist Co ~ ego and t such that 
Eft(C0) = Ift(x,, Co) dPoo,,(x,) > - oo. 
Note that if (B2) holds then the obvious inequality f~(C0)~<ft(0) implies the 
existence of differential entropy (el. Cover and Thomas, 1991, Ch. 9) 
Hi(O) = fft(x,,O)dPoo,,(x,) = Eft(0) ~( -oo ,  ~] ,  06 O. (10) 
In the i.i.d, case 
H,(O) = n(o) = Ef,(0), oE o. (11) 
Let us return back to Strasser (1981). He introduced a class Y-s of estimators 
0t satisfying the approximate likelihood condition 
lim (~(0~) - j~(O)) = 0 P-a.s. (12) 
t~OO 
and proved that all estimators from Y-s are strongly consistent iff 
l iminff(B c) > H(Oo) P-a.s. for all B ~ C£0o (13) 
t---~ oO 
(cf. Strasser, 1981, Theorem 2.3). 
Note that (B1) is probably the weakest known condition for existence of a strongly 
consistent estimator in the i.i.d, case (cf. Ibragimov and Hasminskii, 1981, Theorem 
4.1). Thus (B2) and (13) are additional conditions under which this estimator can be 
found in Ys. 
In view of what has been said after Definition 1, from purely statistical point of view 
it is convenient o replace (12) by a condition based on sample distributions 
Po., instead of P. 
Definition 3. An estimator 0t is approximately maximum likelihood (AMLE) if there 
exists a generalized sequence t such that ~t+0 and 
limt Poo.t(ft(O~) ~<j~(O) + ~t) = 1. (14) 
By definition, (14) is equivalent to 
lim Poo:k(f,(O",~)) <<.~,(0) + ~,,) = 1 
k~oo 
where tk is the dominating sequence. As well known, the last condition is equivalent to 
lim Poo.,,(f,(O",,) ~<f,(O) + e) = 1 for all e > 0, 
k--* oo 
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i.e. the AMLE property essentially means that fdO) - fd0k)  tends in probability to 
zero as t grows above all bounds. 
The class of all AMLE's is denoted by J-w. Since (14) is weaker than (12), it holds 
5rs ~ 3-re. In this paper we prove that 5rye # 0, and we find a condition alternative to 
(13) in the sense that it is equivalent with consistency of all estimators from J-w. 
Remark that Strasser (1985, Section 64) introduced a class J" ~ of set-valued 
estimators 0* : Xt ~ ~ satisfying the asymptotic approximation condition analogical 
to (14). He defined a weak consistency by the condition that 0* tends in distribution to 
0o and found assumptions under which 3- * # O, and also conditions sufficient for 
consistency of all estimators from 3- *. Thus our approach is somewhere between 
Strasser (1981) and Strasser (1985). 
3. Basic results 
As well known (cf. e.g. Strasser, 1985, Theorem 4.8), under (A1) there exists a version 
of Radon-Nikodym density dPoo,dd~t such that f,(xt, O) is (~,  x ~)-measurable and 
0 ~fd0)  is separable. But to prove J-,, # 0 we need the a.s. lower semicontinuity of 
0 ~fd0).  Had we replaced (A2) and (A3) by just this assumption, our paper would be 
simpler but the verification of the new assumption would be totally unclear. This 
explains why (A2), (A3). We next clarify the relation between (A3) and (A3- )  
mentioned in Section 2. 
Lemma 1. Under (A1) it holds (A3) ~ (A3 - ) .  
Proof. By definition of separability, (A3) implies that for every 0o there exist 
A' ,=A'dOo)e~,  with Poo.t(A't)=l and an at most countable separant 
S = S(Oo) c 0 such that, for every open B e 0, 
ft(xt, B) =fdxt, Bc~S), xt ~ A'v 
Therefore, x, ~f~(xt, B)1a;(Xt)is ~G-measurable. IfB c 0 is compact hen there exists 
an open covering (Bk c O: t = 1, 2, ... ) of B such that 
fdxt, Bk) = supfdxt, Bk), xt ~ 9ft 
k 
(cf. Pfanzagl, 1969, Lemma 3.5). Therefore, the above considered function of x, is 
dr-measurable for compact B c O too. On the other hand, (A3) implies the existence 
of A'/ = A't' (O) ~ .dr with Poo,t(A't') = 1 such that all functions 0 --, ft(xt, O),x, ~ A'/, are 
lower semicontinuous on 0. The set At = A,(Oo)= A',(Oo)c~A'/(Oo) satisfies (i) in 
(A3- )  for 0 = 0o and also (ii), (iii). 
By (A1) there exists at most countably many Ok ~ O such that the measure 
2, = ~ 2-kPo,,, 
t 
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dominates {Po, t: 0 • O}. A new At defined by 
At = U As(Ok) 
k 
obviously satisfies (i) and (iii) in (A3-). Since for every x, • Y't 
ft(x,, B)1A,(X,) = sup f,(x,, B)1A,~0,)(x,), 
(ii) holds as well. [] 
Lemma 2. For every nonempty open subset B c 0 and every e, > 0 there exists an 
(s/t, ~)-measurable mapping 0," YE, ~-~ B such that 
f(O~) <~(B) + e, Poo.,-a.s. 
Proof. Consider x, • ~r. By Remark 1, 0 ~ f,(xt, O) is lower semicontinuous. Hence 
B,(x,) = {0 • B: ~(x,, 0) ~<~(x,, B) + ~,} 
is nonempty and closed. Consider a compact nonempty subset C c B and define 
C, = {x, • YC,: Cc~B,(x,) = 0}. 
If Ct is .~¢,-measurable th n the existence of desired mapping follows from Theorem 
3 of Pfanzagl (1969). 
In order to prove C, • d ,  take into account hat CnB,(x,) = 0 is equivalent with 
ft(x, ,O)>ft(x,,B)+e,,  O•C. 
Since the lower semicontinuous 0 ~ f (x, ,  O) attains on compact C its infimum, the 
last relation is equivalent with 
~(x,, c) >~(x,, B) + ~,, 
i.e. 
c, = {x, • ~,: Z(x,, c) >Z(x,, B) + ~,}. 
By Remark 1, both ~(xt, C) andft(x,, B) are ~¢,-measurable so that Ct • ~t.  [] 
Theorem 1. The class ~'-w of AMLE's is nonempty and, for every generalized sequence 
et$O, there exists Ote gT"w satisfying the relation 
Y,(o',) <<./,(o) + ~, noo,,-a.s. 
I f  6) is compact hen the last statement remains valid for the sequence t = O, i.e. the 
corresponding O~ is MLE. 
Proof. The first part is clear from Lemma 2. If O is compact then all assumptions of
Pfanzagl (1969, Theorem 3.10) are satisfied (cf. Convention 2). The existence of the 
desired 0t follows from there. [] 
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Theorem 2. All estimators from :'w are consistent iff 
lim lim inft eoo,t(ft(B e) >f(B)  + e) : 1 for every B e fOo. (15) 
el0 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 1, :-w is nonempty. Let us consider 0, e Y-w and e > 0. It holds 
for all t such that e, figuring in (14) is smaller than e 
{0, ~ B c} = {.~(B c) ~<f(O) + e} c {j~(B ~) ~<~(B) + e}. 
Hence (15) implies (2). 
(II) It follows from the identity f (O)  = min {f(B),ft(B~)} that (15) is equivalent 
with 
lim lim inft Poo.t(ft(B ~) >j~(O) + ~) = 1, B ~ fro°. 
e,t0 
Thus if (15) is not satisfied then there exist ~t~0 and B E f0o such that 
lim supt Poo.t(ft(B ~) ~<j~(O) + 6) > 0. (16) 
By Lemma 2 there exist measurable mappings Ot : Y't ~ O, Or" 5ft ~ B c such that 
ft(O~) <.f,(O) + ~,, f(O,) <<.f,(B ~) + ~, P0o,t-a.s. 
Define a new estimator 0t : Y'~ ~ O by 
{~7, if .~(B ~) ~<ft(o) + e,, 
0, = t~t otherwise. 
Since 
ft(O~) <~ft(O) + 2~, Poo,t-a.s., 
0, e : 'w. On the other hand, it follows from the definition of 0t and from (16) 
lira supt Poo.,(Ot e B e)/> lira supt Poo:(ft(B ~) <.% ft(o) + ~,) > O. 
Hence 0t is inconsistent. [] 
4. Main theorem 
In this section we consider the following additional regularity assumptions, where 
f is defined by (6) for f :  O ~ ~. 
(C1) There exists a lower semicontinuous function f :  O ~ ~ (possibly depending 
on 0o) satisfying the condition 
=f(0o) if f(Oo)=0% f(O) < 0 e O, 0 # 0o, (17) 
>f(0o) otherwise, 
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such that, for every 0 e O and every ~ > 0, cg0 contains a set Bo (possibly depending on 
0o) with the property 
lim, Poo,,(ft(Bo) >f(0)  - e) = 1. (18a) 
(C1 +) It holds (C1) and, for every 0 e ~9 and e > 0 
limtPo,.,,(f,(O) <f(0)  + e) = 1. (18b) 
Obviously, (18a, b) is equivalent o 
limt Poo,,[f(O) - ~ <f,(B0) ~<f,(0) <f(0)  + e] = 1 (18) 
and follows from 
limt Poo,,( sup I f t (0 ' ) - f (0) ,  < ~)=1.  
O' eB6 
But (18) seems to be more convenient, as is obviously strictly weaker than the last 
condition. 
We shall see that under (C1) or (C1 +) we can replace (15) in Theorem 2 by the 
following more easily verifiable condition which refers to the function f considered in 
(C1) and (C1 +). 
(C2) There exists Bo e ~0o (possibly depending on 0o) such that 
lim lim inft Poo,t(ft(B~o) >f(0o) + e) = 1. 
e$O 
Obviously, if ~9 is compact then (C2) can automatically be satisfied by putting 
Bo = ~9. Notice also that all assumptions or conditions considered above become 
stronger after deleting the superscript -. 
Convention 3. Consistency of @w means that all estimators from the class 3--w are 
consistent. 
Theorem 3. If (C1) holds then (C2) is necessary for consistency of 3-w. If (C1 +) holds 
then (C2) is sufficient for consistency of ~-w. 
Corollary. If (C1 +) holds then (C2) is equivalent with consistency of 3-w. 
This corollary in some sense sharpens the result of Strasser (1981) valid for i.i.d. 
observations (cf. Section 5) and extends it to observations from arbitrary random 
processes and fields. 
Proof of Theorem 3. (I) Necessary condition. Let (C1) hold and (C2) fail. By Theorem 
2, it suffices to prove that then (15) fails as well. 
If (C2) fails then there exist 0o ~ O such that 
limliminftPoo,t(ft(B c) >f(0o) + e) < 1 for all BeC£Oo. (19) 
c%0 
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Let us consider ~ > 0 and the set Boo ~ ~Oo figuring in (18a) for 0 = 0o and ~ = ~/2. 
Obviously, 
{~(B~o) >:(BOo) + ~} c {~(B~o) >~(0o) + ~/2},-:{~(BOo) <f(0o) - ~/2}. 
It follows from here, from (19) and (CI) 
lim~'ninftPoo.,(ft(B~o) > f(Boo) + ~) < i + lim~ninftPoo,,(.~(Boo) <f(0o) - ~/2) = I, 
~,L0 d.0 
i.e. (15) fails. 
(II) Sufficient condition. Let (CI +), (C2) hold. (C2) implies f(Oo) < o0. Hence, by 
Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that (15) holds under f(O) >f(0o) in (17). 
It follows from (18a) and from (C2) that 
lira lira inft Poo,,(ft(B~) >ft(0o) + ¢) = I. 
~J,o 
Let us consider e > 0, the class :~o = {BoriC: C e C~0o} c C~0o , and a set B e :~o. Since 
: (B  c) = min {~(BonBC),~(B~)} 
and 
~(B) ~<~(0o), 
it holds 
{j~(B c) >~(B) + ~} = {j~(BonB ~) >j~(0o) + ~}n {.~(B~) >j~(0o) + ~}. 
It follows from here and from the last limit relation that (15) holds if 
l iml iminftPoo,t(~(BonB ~)>f(0o) + ¢) = 1, B ~ ~o- 
~$0 
We shall prove more, namely 
lim lim inf~ Poo:(.~(C) > f(0o) + ~) = 1, (20) 
e~0 
where C is the closure of BonB ~ for an arbitrary fixed B ~ cgo. Obviously, C as 
a closed subset of compact Bo is compact. 
If C = 0 then we have nothing to prove. If C ~ 0 then it follows from the relation 
f(O) >f(0o) for all 0 ~ 0o in (17) and from the compactness of C that there exists 
6 > 0 with the property 
f(O) >:f(Oo) + 6, 0 ~ C. (21) 
Let us consider a family (Bo: 0 ~ C) of sets satisfying (18a) for some ~ = eo > 0. Since 
the interiors of these sets cover the compact set C, there exists a finite subfamily 
m Bj = Bo,, j = 1 . . . . .  m, such that C ~ U j= 1 B j, i.e. 
{:~(c) >~(Oo) + ~} = (~ {:~(B~) >~(0o) + ~}, ~ > 0. 
j= l  
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It holds for every j and e > 0 
+ = {$(Bj )  + - {Y Io j )  
= {j~(Bj) ~> ~(0j ) -  ~}c~{f(0o) + 6 -2e  >f(0o)} (cf. (21)). 
It follows from here and from (18) that for all 0 < ~ < min {Co, 6/2} 
limtPoo,t(f~(C) >j~(0o) + e) = 1, 
i.e. (20) holds. [] 
5. Independent identically distributed observations 
In this section we consider the model (1) of i.i.d, observations with ft defined by (9). 
We suppose that not only (A1)-(A3), but also (B2) holds. 
Let us consider f :  0 ~ ~ defined by f(O) = Ep(X1, O) = E f l  (0) (cf. (9) and (4)). We 
shall prove that this function satisfies (C1 +) provided that Po, = Po2 only if 01 -- 02. 
By (9)-(11), 
f(O) = H(O) > - 00, 0 ~ O. (22) 
Let us consider Ok ~ 0 with limk Ok = 0 e O. By (B2), there exist to and C~' ~ (go such 
that Efto(C*) > -~.  Define a random sequence Yn by 
Yn = inf{f~o(0k): n ~< k < ~} 
and denote by no the least n such that Ok ~ C* for all k/> n. It holds YI ~< Y2 ~< "'" and 
Y~ ~>fto(C~'), i.e. EY, > -~,  n ~> no. 
Hence, by the monotone convergence theorem for expectations, 
E lim Y~ = lim E I1,. 
n--~ oo n---~ oo 
On one hand, it follows from the inequality Y. ~<f~o(0.) and from (10), (11) 
lim E Y. ~< liminf Ef~o(0. ) = liminff(0.). 
On the other hand, 
lim Y. = liminff~o(Ok)/> liminffl(X~, Ok) 
n--~ oo i = 1 
so that by (iii) in (A3-)  
to 
1 ~ f~(X,,0)=fo(0) a.s., lim Y, >~ to i= 1 
n~at3  
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and by (10), (11) 
E lim Y,/> Ef, o(0 ) =f(0). 
n~oo 
Therefore, f(O) is lower semicontinuous on 0. Further, by law of large numbers it 
follows from (22) that the random variable 
tends in probability to ~o(Ep(X1,0)) =f(0) irrespectively of whether Ep(X1, O) = oo 
or not. Consequently f satisfies (18b). 
We shall prove (18a). Consider an arbitrary 0 • O and the same to and C~' • ~o as 
above. Define 
and consider a set B • ~* and the random variables 
1 
g,(n) = t ~ f~ (X,, n). 
/=  1  
By (5), it holds for every t 
f,(B) >1 g,(B) P0o,,-a.s. (23) 
Consider t,, = mto for m = 1, 2, .... Similarly as in (23), the random variables 
lm-1 
hm(B) =-~ j~=ofto(Xtoj+l, ... ,Xtoj+to, B ) (cf. (5)) 
satisfy the relation f,.(B)/> hm(B) P0o,t.-a.s. If m ~ ~ then, by law of large numbers, 
q~(hm(B)) tends in probability to ~o(Ef~o(B)) irrespectively of whether Ef~o(B ) = ~ or 
not (cf. (7)). Further, by (23) and the monotonicity of ~o, 
(o(Efto(B))/> ¢p(Egto(B))= (o(Efl(B)). 
It follows from here 
lim Poo,t.(ft.(B) > ~p(Efl(B)) - e/2) = 1, e > 0 (cf. (6)). 
On the other hand, let B~ • ~ be a sequence of sets with diameters decreasing to 0 as 
k ~ ~ (shrinking neighborhoods of 0). Using the lower semicontinuity of f at 0 one 
obtains that Efl (B~)Tf(O), i.e. 
~o(Ef~(B~))Tf(O) (cf. (6),(7)). 
Hence for every a > 0 there exists Bo = B~ • ~'~ such that ~o(Ef~(Bo)) >f(0) -~/2. 
Therefore, 
lim Poo,,.(f,.(Bo) >f(0) -5)  = 1. 
t t l  ---~ oo 
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Since this relation can be established analogously for every 1 ~<l~< to and 
tm= into + l, m = 1, .. . , it holds 
lim Poo,,(f,(Bo) >f(0)  -e )  = 1. 
t l  --* ~xD 
As Bo e Cgo, we see that f satisfies (18a). 
It is well known (of. e.g. Vajda, 1989, Example 9.3) that under (22) 
H(Oo) <~ H(O), 0 e O, 
where the sign of equality takes place only if H(Oo) = oo or Po = Poo. Therefore, 
Po~ ¢ Po2, 01, 02 e O, 01 ~: 02, (24) 
is in our model sufficient for the validity of (17). 
Thus we proved that in the model under consideration (C1 +) holds provided (24) 
holds. The following assertion follows directly from here and from corollary of 
Theorem 3. 
Proposition 1. I f  (24) holds then 
limliminft Poo,,(f(B c) > H(Oo) + e) = 1 for at least one B e CgOo 
~o 
is necessary and sufficient for consistency of ~-w. 
(25) 
Strasser (1981) proved that under the assumptions of Proposition 1 with (24) 
replaced by (B1), (13) is necessary and sufficient for strong consistency of his class 
~s  c Y-w defined by (12). We see that (25), weaker than (13), is proved here to be 
sufficient for consistency of a wider class of estimators. Moreover, (24) is even under 
(A1)-(A3) and (B2) strictly weaker than (B1) (cf. Proposition 2). In this sense Proposi- 
tion 1 is sharper than the result of Strasser. On the other hand, Y-s is a proper subclass 
of Y-w and (2) may hold even for 0, which are not strongly consistent. Therefore, one 
cannot say that the necessary condition (13) dominates the necessary condition (25). 
Vajda (1994) proved that if the regularity assumptions of Strasser (1981) hold and 
H(O) is finite on O then 
lim lim inft Poo:(Ft(B c) > H(Oo) + ~) = 1 for all B e :do o 
e,t0 
is equivalent with (25) and that this condition is sufficient for consistency of all 
estimators from Y-w and necessary for consistency of at least one of them. 
We shall prove that (B1) is under (A1)-(A3) and (B2) stronger than (24). Let {P*: 
0 e O*} be any family satisfying (A1)-(A3), (B1), (B2) and B c O an open subset with 
a closure/~ ¢ O*. Consider arbitrary 01 e/3 - B and 02 e O* - /~,  and define a new 
model with i.i.d, observations by the family {Po: 0e O}, where O = Bw{02} is 
considered to be a metric subspace of (O*, d) in accordance with Convention 1, and 
~Po, if 0 = 02, (26) 
Po=~p~ if 0eB.  
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Propos i t ion  2. For {Po: O e 6)} under consideration (A 1)-(A3), (B2) and (24) hold and 
(B1) fails. 
Proof. The validity of (A1)-(A3), (B2) and (24) follows directly from the assumptions 
concerning {P*: 0 e O*}. If Ok is a sequence in B tending in the space O* to 01 then 
lim V(Po:Po2) = lim V(P~,,P~,) = O, 
k~oo k-oo 
but Ok cannot tend in the space O to the isolated point 02. Thus (B1) fails. [] 
Next follows an example promised in Section 1. 
Example 1. Let £r be the interval (e, ~)  of the real line, /~ the restriction of the 
Lebesgue measure on (e, oo), and (O, d) the interval (0, oo) with the natural distance d. 
Let (1) hold for {Po: 0 > 0} defined by the densities 
0 
po(x) = x logl +Ox (log = IOge). 
It is easy to see that (A1)-(A3) and (B2) hold. Further, 
p(x,O) = logx + (1 + 0) loglogx - log0  
and 
I :  loglog x 1 
E loglogXa = Oo xlogl+ooxdX 
~ 000 
f :  log x . E log X1 = Oo x lo -~ -°° x dx = oo 
Hence if 0 < 0o ~< 1 then 
H(Oo) = Ep(X1, Oo) = oo 
for all 0o > 0, 
for all 0 < 0o ~ 1. 
It follows from here that/~t is MLE. By the law of large numbers, this estimator is 
consistent. 
Other examples of this type can be obtained by considering the densities 
0 
po(x) = x logx(loglogx) 1+0 
on intervals (e e, ~), etc. 
)_1 
Ot = log log xi • 
i=l  
and, by Proposition 1, ~7- W cannot be consistent. This means that at least one AMLE is 
inconsistent. On the other hand, (9) in this case satisfies the relation 
1 ' 1+0 
ft(xt,  O) = 7 i=~l logxi + ----~t-- - logO, 
where 
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6. Discrete Gaussian observations 
Consider natural t and Gaussian observations Xt = (X~ °, . . . ,  X~ °) defined by 
XI ') = Ooyl ') + Zl '), 1 <~ i <~ t, (27) 
where y, = (y~, . . . . . .  ,yl °) is a knoan nonzero vector from R t, Zt = (Z] °, , Z ")~, j is 
a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and a known positive definite covariance 
matrix Rt, and 0o ~ O = R is an unknown parameter. Let f t (x ,  0): R t × R ~ R be 
defined in accordance with Section 1 for 
2 1 
ct = - ,  dt = log 2n + - log I Rt l, 
t t 
where I Rtl is the determinant of R ,  Then 
f (X , ,  O) = ~ (X, - Oyt)T R~ - X(X, -- Oyt) 
= 1ZTR~_xZ t -~ 2(00 - O)ZTR~_Xy t + (0 -- Oo)2yTR71yt, 
t t t 
where ZT R~ - 1Z t ..~ Y'2(t) and ZT R7 ay, ~ N(O, yT RTXy,). We see from here that as- 
sumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied. Suppose that 
lim l yT  R~-lyt = b e (0, ~] .  (28) 
t .--~ O0 t 
(I) Let us suppose b < ~.  Then f(O) =ft(Xt, O) tends in probabil ity to 
f(O) = 1 + b(O-  0o) 2 
so that (C1 +)  will be proved as soon as we prove that f satisfies (18a). 
To this end take into account that for B = [0o - 6, 0o + 6] it holds 
ZTR~-XY' >~f,(Oo) tyTtR~_ f (B )  =ft  Oo + yTR~_~y t ~Yt 
provided the ratio is at most 6. But it follows from what has been said above about  
distributions that 
l imP|  ~<6 =1.  (29) 
t~x3  
Therefore, (18a) holds as well. 
We shall now prove that (C2) holds. If the event considered in (29) takes place then 
for the above considered B and 
62 
1ZTRT~Z,  261ZTR~-Xy, I +--i-yTR]Xy, Y' =t  - -T  
50 
it holds 
If 
then 
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f (B  c) = min{ft(0o + 6)} = Y,. 
IZ~ RT ~ y,I 6 
y~ R~- ~Yt <~ 4 (30) 
Yt>~ Z~R;-~z,+T(b-c,) 
where 
C t ~ b y~ Rf-t l yt . 
Since probability of the event (30) tends to 1 and, by (28), ct tends to 0, we see that (C2) 
holds. 
(II) Suppose now b -- oo. Then replacing the above considered sequences ct, dt in 
the definition of f~ by 
1 t log 2n log [Rt [ 
c, = y~ R~- ly ,  d, = y~ R~- ly------~t + y~ R~- 'Yt' 
we find that ft(0) =ft(Xt, 0) tends in probability to 
f(O) = (0 - 00) 2. 
Analogous as in the previous case we obtain that (C1 +) as well as (C2) hold. 
The following assertion follows from what has been proved in (I)-(II) and from 
corollary of Theorem 3. 
Proposition 3. Let us consider statistical model with Gaussian observations (27) satisfy- 
ing the assumption (28). Then all AMLE's are consistent. 
7. Autoregressive observations 
Assume that, for natural t, X, = (X(/~, ..., XI t)) = (X1, .. . ,  X,), where 
Xi=poXi - l+aoZ i ,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  Xo=0,  (31) 
0o = (Po, ao) ~ ( -  1, 1) x (0, ~),  and Z~ are i.i.d, standard normal random variables. 
This is a first-order autoregressive model with fixed origin. 
As well known, the Lebesgue density of Poo,, = P, ..... , is 
) e,, .... (x,) = (21rao2) -'/2exp - -~ i -  (xi-- #oX,-1) 2 , Xo = 0, 
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Therefore, the log-likelihood random variable f,(0) =f,(/~, a) defined in accordance 
with Section 1 for 
2 
c ,=7,  dt=log2rt  
is given for every (/~, a) e ( -  1, 1) x (0, oo) by 
1 v~l )  2~Lv{2) #2 f (p ,a )  =loga  2 +~5( - t  -- _, + YIs)), (32) 
where 
y{1)= 1 
' t xL  
/=1  
V(2) 1~2 YI 3) 1~2X2 = t - - l "  - '  = t ,.: X iX i - , ,  7 / 
The sequence (31) figuring in these sums is zero mean Gaussian with the covariance 
function (cf. Basawa and Scott, 1983, pp. 138-139) 
R( i , j )  = 1 - i  ~2 
Therefore, assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied and it holds (cf. Basawa and Scott, 
1983, pp. 138-139) 
lim YI l) lim V(3) 0"2 = - ,  - a.s. (33) 
and 
lira v{2) a2/~° - ,  - a.s. (34) ,~.  1 - ~u 2
It follows from here that the function f : ( -  1, 1) x (0, ~)  ~ (0, o0) defined by 
satisfies for all (/~, a) s ( -  1, 1) x (0, oo) the relations 
lim f,(~, a) =f (~,a)  a.s. (35) 
and (cf. Luschgy et al., 1993, Section 3.2) 
: ( .o , :{ .ooo ,  >>.0, 
where the inequality is strict unless (#, a) = (/~o, ao). We see from here that (C1 +) 
holds except, possibly, (18a). 
To prove (18a) take into account hat, by (32), if 
B=[#o-b ,~Uo+a]X[ao-a ,  ao+6]  c ( -1 ,1 )×(0 ,  oo) 
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and 
y~3) > O, 
then 
f,(B) = 
where 
y(2)/v(3) t / - t  •[ / t0 -6 , / t0+6] ,  
'c [v (2 ) /V(3)  ¢7) inf Jt~-, / - t  , 
a e Eoo - 6,ao + 6] 
1> log(ao - 6) 2 + min (ao + 6) 2 (YI~) - (y~2))2/y}3)), 
(36) 
lim "..(1) ( r t  - (Y~2))2/YI3)) = a 2 a.s. (cf. (33),(34)). 
t-*cO 
It follows from here that if (36) holds then ft(B) is asymptotically a.s. bounded below 
by 
log(ao -- 6) 2 + (ao + (5) ~- - - -~"  (37) 
The desired relation (18a) now follows from the fact that, by (33) and (34), probability 
of the event (36) tends to 1 with t -~ oo and that, on the other hand, for every e > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that (37) exceeds 
f (po ,  ao) -e  = logao + 1 -e .  
Thus the proof of (C1 + ) is complete. 
Now we shall prove (C2). Consider the same B e ~ .... as above. If (36) holds then 
ft(B ¢) = min {fr(#o + 6, ao + 6)}. 
By (35) 
lira rain {ft(#o _ 6, ao _ 6)} -- min {f(#0 + 6, ao + &)} a.s., 
t-cO0 
where 
min {f(/to + 6, ao + 6)} - f ( / to ,  ao) > 0. 
(C2) is clear from here. 
The following assertion follows from what has been proved above and from 
corollary of Theorem 3. 
Proposition 4. In  the statistical model with autoregressive observations (31) and para- 
meters (It, a) • ( -  1, 1) x (0, oo) all AMLE '  s are consistent. 
Similar statement can be proved for autoregressive observations of any order r, 
Xi  = / t l  X i _  l --~- . . .  -~- / t rX i _ r  -~- lT Z i ,  i = r + l, r + 2, ... , 
Xl  = x1,  . . . ,  Xr  = Xr, 
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where a > 0 and (]A1, . . .  ,]-iv)ff ~r are arbitrary parameters such that the complex 
polynomial z' +#IZ ' -~ + ... + #, has all roots inside the unit circle. The first 
r components of MLE 
= . . . . .  
are defined as solutions of the system of equations 
i=r+l  j= l  
and the last component is defined by the formula 
t - -  /" i=r+l  j= l  
Example 2. The just described MLE's are consistent and, as such, they are frequently 
used in the practice. Fast algorithms such as the Levinson algorithm and the Durbin 
algorithm (see Rabiner and Schafer, 1978) have been devised to calculate iteratively 
the solutions/~1, ...,/~,. If we consider a series of such calculations for growing t, with 
stopping rules prearranged so that an inaccuracy et of attaining true minima tends to 
zero, then the results of calculations are not the exact MLE's but only AMLE's of 
autoregressive parameters. We know from Proposition 4 that these approximate 
estimates are nevertheless consistent. 
8. Continuous observations 
In this section we consider continuous ample sizes t E R+ and data Xt = (Xs: 
0 ~< s ~< t) generated by restrictions of stochastic processes X = (Xt: t ~ •+) defined 
by their sample probability spaces (Y', ~¢, Poo), where ~ is a suitable set of mappings 
X:  •+ w-~ R, ~¢ = a(X(t): t ~ ~+), and Poo is from a family {Po: 0 ~ O} of probability 
measures on ~¢. This means that we consider statistical experiments 
(YC,,s~I,,Po.,: O ~ O) = (~,dt ,  Po,,: O ~ 0), (38) 
where ~¢t: a(X(s): 0 ~< s ~< t) is a sub-a-algebra of ~¢ and Po, t are restrictions of Po 
on ~¢t. 
Luschgy (1993) considered in Sections 3-5 several general classes of processes 
X with experiments (38) satisfying our regularity assumptions (A1)-(A3) and also 
conditions imilar to ours (18a). In spite of that there does not seem to be any intimate 
connection between second order properties of the Neyman-Pearson tests and ap- 
proximate maximum likelihood estimation, the regularity of models (38) assumed in 
the cited paper is strong enough to guarantee (C1 +) and (C2), i.e. the consistency of 
J -w .  
We restrict ourselves for simplicity to a subclass of processes with independent 
increments considered in Section 4 of Luschgy (1993). Let Y" = D(R+, R), let O be 
a bounded or unbounded open interval in R, and let X have independent s ationary 
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increments under Poo with Xo = 0 Poo-a.s. Let us consider a probability measure p on 
(Y', ~¢) such that the restrictions Pt on ~¢, satisfy the relations Po, t ~ Pt and 
dPoo,, _ exp {OoSt - th(Oo)}, t > 0, (39) 
dlz~ 
where h : O ~ R is twice differentiable with h"(O) > 0 everywhere on O. Then (cf. 
Kiichler and Sorensen, 1989) 
g'Xt = th'(Oo), Var(Xt) = th"(Oo). (40) 
Now consider a family of random processes (f(0): t > 0), 0 ~ O, defined by 
1 dPo.t OXt 
f (O) = - t l °g -~t  = h(O) - - - t  
By (40) it holds for every t > 0 
El(0) = h(O) - Oh'(Oo), 
02h"(Oo) 
Var (ft(0)) = 
t 
Hence, by Chebyshev's inequality, f (O)  tends in probability to 
f(O) = h(O) - Oh'(Oo). 
Since h is assumed to be strictly convex on O, it holds for every 0 ~ O 
f(O) - f(Oo) = h(O) - h(Oo) - (0 - Oo)h'(Oo) >>. 0 
and the inequality is strict unless 0 = 0o. Therefore, it remains to prove (18a). 
To this end take into account hat if B = [0o - 6, 0o + 6] c O then for every t > 0 
f (B )  >~ minh(O) -max {(O° +-6)~/  } 
where the right-hand side bound tends in probability to 
rain h(O) - max {(0o + 6)h'(Oo)}. 
Since for every e > 0 the last expression can be made greater than 
f(Oo) - e = h(Oo) - Ooh'(Oo) - e, 
(18a) obviously holds. This completes the proof of (C1 +). 
Now we prove (C2). The function 0 ~ft(0) is strictly convex on 0. Therefore, if
then the above considered compact interval B satisfies the relation 
f (B  c) = rain {f(0o _+ 6)}. 
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It is easy to see that the event (41) is equivalent with 
Xt 
h'(Oo - 6) < - -  < h'(Oo + fi). 
t 
Since h'(O) is strictly increasing on O and Xt/ t  tends in probability to h'(Oo), the 
probability of the event (41) tends to 1 as t ~ .  Therefore, it suffices to prove that for 
all sufficiently small e > 0 
lim P(min {fd0o + fi)} >f(0o) + ~) = 1. 
t~oC3 
But min {fd0o + 6)} tends in probability to min {f(0o ___ 6)} so that the last assertion 
holds for every 0 < e < eo where 
eo = min {f(0o + 6)} - f (Oo)  > O. 
Thus the following assertion follows from corollary of Theorem 3. 
Proposition 5. Let us consider observations from a stochastic process belonging to the 
exponential family (39) where h(O) is twice differentiable and strictly convex. Then all 
AMLE 's  of the parameter 0 are consistent. 
Example 3. Let X be a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity 2 = exp {00} 
under P0o where 00 e 0 = ~. Then (39) holds with h(O) = exp {0} - 1 and # = Po. The 
MLE is in this case given by the formula 
0n(X,) = log n, (= 0 if n, = 0), 
where Zo = 0 and 0 ~< rz ~< ... ~< r,, ~< t are occurrence times of jumps of the process 
Xt. If the exact times ti are replaced by rounded of values ~ then the corresponding 
estimates 0"~ (At) differ from 0~ (At). Let the rounding off rule be such that the difference 
f~(0n(Xt)-f~(0n(Xt)) tends in probability to 0. Then it follows from 
Proposition 5 that 0"n(Xn) is consistent. 
9. Extensions 
If the log-likelihood function ft(xt, 0) is replaced by a suitable more general 
function of trajectories xtand parameters 0, then condition (14) leads to approximate 
M-estimators, or approximately minimum' contrast estimators in the terminology of 
Pfanzagl (1969). Most of the results of present paper can be extended to these 
estimators, cf. Liese and Vajda (1994). 
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